
Monday
09/23/2019

*NOTES*

Tuesday
09/24/2019

*NOTES*

Wednesday
09/25/2019

*NOTES*

Thursday
09/26/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
Review for math test, go
over review sheet
Attachments
MultiplicationReviewforSummative.docx

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

Friday
09/27/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
Multiplication Summative

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT
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MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Identifying errors in

multiplication problems
Independent:
• Independent: Error

analysis practice sheet
Centers:
Small Group: Remediation
of place value
Technology: IXL C.20 &
C.15 (Must get to 80%),
iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
this week
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Operations
Games (Play 1 Game w/ a
partner)
Task Cards: Math Detective
Task Cards
Problem of the Day: 4-1
through 4-5
Enrichment: IXL C.18 &
C.19
Remediation: Multiplication
Mazes
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multi-step word problems
• Word problems practice

(attached)
Independent:
• Independent: Multiplication

Formative #2
Centers:
Small Group: Remediation
of place value
Technology: IXL C.20 &
C.15 (Must get to 80%),
iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
this week
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Operations
Games (Play 1 Game w/ a
partner)
Task Cards: Math Detective
Task Cards
Problem of the Day: 4-1
through 4-5
Enrichment: IXL C.18 &
C.19
Remediation: Multiplication
Mazes
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
multiply whole numbers using
the standard algorithm.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Multi-step word problems
• Word problems practice

(attached)
Independent:
• Independent: Centers
Centers:
Small Group: Remediation
of place value
Technology: IXL C.20 &
C.15 (Must get to 80%),
iReady
Interactive Notebook: None
this week
Daily Math Journal: Choose
one place value journal
prompt, answer in 5 or more
sentences in math journal
Application: Operations
Games (Play 1 Game w/ a
partner)
Task Cards: Math Detective
Task Cards
Problem of the Day: 4-1
through 4-5
Enrichment: IXL C.18 &
C.19
Remediation: Multiplication
Mazes
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.5 Fluently
multiply multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard
algorithm. (DOK 1)

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
recognize the major
common characteristics of
all planets and compare/
contrast the properties of
the inner and outer planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW will complete
the outer planet post
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/

studyjams/jams/science/
solar-system/solar-system-
outer.htm

ers with their groups.
APPLICATION:
Kahoot http://create.kahoot.it/
details/planets/
6fcda173-9cbc-4ce1-9786-e41316347839

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: Ipads
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
recognize the major
common characteristics of
all planets and compare/
contrast the properties of
the inner and outer planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Formative
benchmark SC5E5.1

APPLICATION: SW label
the planets.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: Assessment.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
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Attachments
WhatstheErrormultiplicationerroranalysistaskcardsprintablesset.pdf

RESOURCES
Attachments
5thGradeMathExitSlipsAllStandards1.pdf
HalloweenEscapeRoom5thGradeMathCrackingtheClassroomCode.pdf
5thGradeMultiDigitMultiplicationandLongDivision5NBT55NBT6.pdf

RTI/ENRICHMENT

algorithm. (DOK 1)

Attachments
MultiplicationFormative2.pdf
MathDetectiveTaskCardsJustifyExplainThinkinginMultiStepProblems.pdf
5thGradeMathGamesWholeNumberDecimalOperation5NBT55NBT65NBT7.pdf
MultiplicationandDivisionMathMultiStepWordProblemsTaskCards5thGrade.pdf
MultiplicationMultistepwordproblems.pdf

RESOURCES
Attachments
ClimateZonesFoldable.pdf

RTI/ENRICHMENT

Attachments
HalloweenEscapeRoom5thGradeMathCrackingtheClassroomCode.pdf

RESOURCES

and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)

comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)

Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.E.5.3solarsystem.pdf
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SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
recognize the major
common characteristics of
all planets and compare/
contrast the properties of
the inner and outer planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Formative on
naming the planets and
what separates them. Then
finish their posters. SW use
the reading passage What is
a Comet? and T will discuss
the different objects in the
solar system. Venn diagram/
double bubble for stars/
planets or comets/asteroids.

APPLICATION: SW
complete the characteristics
of the comet, asteroid,
moons, and dwarf planet
foldable for ISN

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
Atmosphere, asteroid belt,
asteroids, axis, comet,
composition, Earth, gravity,
mass, moon, orbits,
planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar
System, star, star pattern/
constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: science
notebook.
Standards

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
recognize the major
common characteristics of
all planets and compare/
contrast the properties of
the inner and outer planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Students will
complete the
characteristics of inner and
outer planets.
APPLICATION: In small
groups SW work on inner
planet
posters. http://studyjams.scholastic.com/
studyjams/jams/science/
solar-system/solar-system-
inner.htm

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: posters;
ipads; textbook.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
recognize the major
common characteristics of
all planets and compare/
contrast the properties of
the inner and outer planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW finish their
collaborative posters on
inner planets.

APPLICATION: Finish
posters on outer planets.
Groups will share their
planet if time allows.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: Atmosphere,
asteroid belt, asteroids,
axis, comet, composition,
Earth, gravity, mass, moon,
orbits, planets, revolution/
revolve, rotation/rotate,
Solar System, star, star
pattern/constellation, sun,
tilt.

RESOURCES: posters,
ipads, and text book.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the
major common
characteristics of all planets
and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
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SC.5.E.7.1 Create a model
to explain the parts of the
water cycle. Water can be a
gas, a liquid, or a solid and
can go back and forth from
one state to another. (DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.2 Recognize that
the ocean is an integral part
of the water cycle and is
connected to all of Earth's
water reservoirs via
evaporation and precipitation
processes. (DOK 2)

Attachments
SpaceObjectsMoonsCometsAsteroidsAndDwarfPlanetsFoldable.pdf

and compare/contrast the
properties of inner and outer
planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish
among the following objects
of the Solar System -- Sun,
planets, moons, asteroids,
comets -- and identify Earth's
position in it. (DOK 3)
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